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Soaring to new heights
The Early Years
Bridgewater State College, one of the oldest
public colleges in America, first opened its
doors in September 1840. Nicholas
Tillinghast, a graduate of West Point
and a former instructor at the Acad-
emy, was the first principal of the
school. There were seven men
and twenty-one women in the
initial graduating class.
Former Town Hall's first
floorwas the school'shomefrom
1840 to 1846 until a permanent
building was constructed on the
presentquadrangle in 192 1 . This
was the first building erected in
America for the preparation of
teachers during a time when the
college was allowed to award only the
Bachelor of Science degree. However, in
1932 the school became Bridgewater State
Teacher's College, and in 1937 the college began
offering graduate courses. A multi-purpose liberal
arts curiculum was introduced in I960 and the degree ofBachelor
of Arts was added.
Bridgewater Today
Today, the college has grown to more than 9,000 full and part-
time students and two-hundred and seventy full-time faculty.
While maintaining a strong emphasis on liberal arts and
teacher education, BSC has expanded significantly into
several professional fields, such as social work, com-
puter science, aviation science, and management sci-
ence.
The first woman president of Bridgewater State,
Adrian Tinsleywas appointed in 1989 and has helped
the college flourish into the 21st century. In
September 1995, the Moakley Center opened and
established Bridgewater as a leader among pio-
neering institutions in New England educa-
tional technology. With the construction of a
commuter rail station inthe heartofBridgewater
two years later, the college has become acces-
sible to students from all over the region.
Also, BSC opened the Hunt School as a
campus building in 2001. Vacant for two years,
the building was purchased for $225,000 and
now houses college classrooms and offices.
Finally, Dr. Adrian Tinsley announced at the
college's annual spring commencement last May
that she will leave the office in June 2002 after
completing thirteen years as the president of the
largest state college in Massachusetts. President
Tinsleypledged to see to the successful conclusion
of a number of major projects undertaken during
her years in office that include $56.3 million for
new buildings: a $ 17.3 million fieldhouse, a 300-bed
residence hall and a 700-seat dining facility on the East
Side ofcampus. The college is also in the midst of its first-
ever public capital campaign, which has a $ 10 million goal to
supportmore student scholarship and greater funding for faculty
research. The new buildings are scheduled to open in 2002.
Expandingfrom a single building and a quarter-acre ofland in 1846, BSC
now has two-hundred and forty acres and over thirty academic, administra-
tive, and residential buildings, all ofwhich are wired for high-speed voice, video, and data
transmission.
November 1,2001
Dear Members of the Class of 2002,
.-»v V
/
Your years at B ridgewaterare chronicled in this yearbook in words and pictures, and I
hope that they bring back many happy and pleasant memories of the time you spent
here.
H
We are, in a sense, "graduating" together, because my presidency of Bridgewater,
which began thirteen years ago in 1 989, is concluding shortly after your
Commencement. Like you, I am extremely proud of my affiliation with this college and
very much indebted to all the members of this campus community. I will forever be
grateful for the many wonderful experiences I have had at this college.
As I look to Bridgewater's future, I have great confidence in this institution and its
ability to serve the citizens of this region and the state with distinction and pride. The
class of 2002 witnessed a number of important new developments over the course of
four years that are evidence of the college's numerous strengths. For example, when
you entered Bridgewater in the fall of 1 998, the college was beginning to establish in
earnest its national reputation for technological innovation (leading to being chosen, in
2000 and 2001 , among America's "100 Most Wired Campuses"). At the same time,
the academic program was expanding and a series of major new construction
projects was about to begin. As a result, a strong sense of momentum is well-
established here at Bridgewater, and I am grateful to you for everything you have done
to contribute to that effort.
Now that you are soon to be alumni, I hope very much that the college can continue to
count on your involvement and participation. We depend on the support of our
graduates, and please be assured you are always welcome back here.





Rememberingjohn Heller &Jerrol Toledo
The 2002 Yearbook Staff proudly
dedicates this year's book to Pro-
fessor John Heller, who died
on February 17, 2001 at
age fifty-six ofa massive
heart attack. A pro













well as carrying a full
teaching schedule.
Known for his wit and his
ability to inspire, he unselfishly
sharedhistime, expertise, and friend-
ship with students and colleagues. An expert
on antique homes, John also found time to
make fine jewelry and ceramics and serve on
the boards and committees of a number of
professional, regional, and national craft or-
ganizations.
The 2002 Yearbook Staff also
dedicates this year's book to
Jerrol Justin Toledo, who
passed away on Thurs-




\ 1998 and a
Rose Scholar-
ship recipient







ber and leader in
many campus orga-
nizations, Toledo
would have graduated in
2002.
Right: Family and friends
.
gather at Toledo's
gravesite in a day of re-
membrance.
Faculty and Friends HonorJohn's Memory
"More than most of us,John made connections with all the people that form this college community...he just had the gift
of extending his friendship regardless of the kind of category that person belonged to." President Adrian Tinsley
"Some [students] said he was the very best teacher they had ever had." Dr. Roger Dunn
"I found him to be a very gentle and thoughtful person who cared about people and certainly about the college."
Dr. Laurence Richards
"Johnwasmymentor. He gaveme the opportunities that otherwise would not have been give to me...he was always willing
to give more than you would expect from one of your professors." Graduate Joanne Walsh
Entering a Whole New World
September 2001
The Bridgewater Day of Hope and Remembrance, held the
week following the September 11th terrorist attacks against the
United States, was notable for its stirring words, inspirational
music,warm late September sunshine, and for its silence. Even
though hundreds of people gathered on the Boyden Quad
rangle, including Bridgewater residents, middle school
students and many college employees, barely a word
was uttered as the audience listened to inspiring
messages from community leaders and moving
music from BSC students and faculty.
The reflective silence spoke volumes
about the intensity with which people have
reacted to the deadly terrorist acts against
the United States that killed more than 5,000
people.
"We have all struggled to cope with
a tragedy of enormous dimen-
sion/'President Tinsley said in her remarks
to the audience. "We come together today
to remember the victims, but also to hope
for the future."
As people gathered on the quad,
students handed out ribbons they had de-
signed in response to the attacks. The red
ribbon stood for the love that binds us to-
gether, the white symbolized hope for peace,
the blue was to show support for those who will
be called to military service, and the black ribbon
that bound the others was a sign of respect and
mourning for those who lost their lives last week.
President Tinsley shared the sad news that a
Bridgewater alumnus, William Hunt, Class of '92 and
formerly of Halifax, was working on the 84th floor of one
of the World Trade Center towers when it was struck. The
president also noted that the town and the college have a history
of gathering together during times ofnational crisis that datesback
more than 150 years. During the Civil War, World War I, World War II and
the Vietnam War, the town and college came together in a show of unity.
President Tinsley presided over such a gathering 10 years ago when people
rtember 11, 2001: " The Day that Hate Taught America to Love" (courtesy of Public Affairs)
Bridgewater State College
came to the quadrangle to hold candles and pray for the American
servicemen and women who were called to Desert Storm.
'We share with each other a message of strength, pride
and determination, and also support one another in
our tragic losses/' she said.
James Nihan of the Bridgewater Board of Select-
men said that he has found inspiration in look-
ing to the young people of the town and the
college, who, he said, "don't see color or
religious differences." He urged those
young people to continue to remind those
around them of the importance of toler-
ance for diversity, especially as reports of
harassment and acts of violence against
Arab-Americansbecomemore frequent.
"We can't say terrorism is bad and then
turn around and do it to others in our
own country, other Americans," Mr.
Nihan said.
Student Government Association
President Donovan Fauvelle urged his
classmates to keep up the good work
they began last week to provide assis-
tance for those directly affected by the
terrorist attacks.
"The young people of this campus and of
this nation are ready to put down prejudice,
put aside their differences and work to-
gether," he said. "We are not 'the lazy genera-Ition;' rather, we have just never had the chance
to be tested and the chance to shine."
While watching the horrifying events replayed
on television last week, Mr. Fauvelle said he could
already hear his fellow students talking about what they
could do to help. He expressed hope that the spirit of coopera-
tion born out of the devastation would eventually change the way
Sept. 11, 2001 is remembered.
"September 11, 2001 will be the day that hate taught America how to




1. Snoozing in between classes in the Campus Center.
2. Two Mends stand stupified in front of Boyden Hall after
finishing one of the hardest exams of their lives.
3. A typical moment on the Campus Center steps.
4. Three seniors enjoy delectable desserts after Convocation.
5. Engaged in a heated debate, two pals bask in the late rail sun.
7. Surfing the net in the Campus Center's computer lab.
8. "You talking to me?"
6. Taking a stroll along the paths of the Boyden Quad.
9. This Old Navy lover pulls out his notebook to study
before a major exam.
10. "What's up with you?"
"Not much. What's up with you?"
11. Students scurry to finish papers in the computer lab.
12. Utilizing both old-fashion and modern technologies,
this young lady finishes her research.
13. Shoeless folks and fun-loving friends: life on the comfy
Campus Center couches.
14. "Heh, I have read thirty pages, and I don't understand
a word of this."
1 5. "He said he'll call me tomorrow. Doesn't that mean
he will?"
"Give me a break."
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ToReach
1. Kasey Ristaino, Andrea Osborne, and Andy Riel share in a
spoonful at the Convocation luncheon.
2. "Whatever Lola wants..." This devil incarnate spreads havoc
during the Homecoming Parade.
3. "Are you serious?"
4. Friends since freshman year, these juniors relax and enjoy
each other's company on the lower level ofthe Campus Center.
5. Nick Reuter scans the periodicals in the library.
6. Friends chat over boy troubles outside Tillinghast Hall.
7. Three elementary education majors showcase the books
they chose to expand the minds of their youngsters.
8. Smiling, this young man takes advantage of the cyber
stations situated throughout the Campus Center.
9. Amidst scattered empty Dunkin' Donuts cups, this gal
sighs as she waits alone for the bus.
10. Hayward Barnes directs these two freshmen to the
parking lot.
11. Scanning her notes outside the Campus Center, this
woman prepares for her philosophy mid-term.
12. Two students watch activity groups raise money for
various charities outside the bookstore.
13. "Of course, we're not engaged in anything academic.
What do you think this is, a library, or something?"
14. "Cant you tell he works out?"
15. BSC lady-athletes huddle outside the gym.
13
To Succeed




Grinning and bearing it, this studentpretends to love every
second of quality homework time.
3. "I haven't been stood up. He's really on his way. Really,
he is."





5. "Wake me up when the semester is over."
7. "Heh, we're freshman. Do you really think we know
where we're going?"
8. It's the leaning tower of friends.
6. "Rock on, man, rock on."
9. "Any eligible ladies out there?"
10. Two intimate students share love and history notes on
a Campus Center bench.
11. With a gourmet snack of corn chips and juice, this
student types the last lines of his overdue term paper.
12. These three friends have a "group sigh" as they attempt
to recooperate from their stressful day.
13. A late breakfast and good friends at the Convocatoin
luncheon.
14. Guy and gal share a squeeze in the privacy of a dorm
room.
15. This student contemplates the meaning of life with the







1. Students plan a new meeting time for their study groui
2
.
Chattingon the cellphone and studying— is that possible
3. Rushing through the half-waypoint tunnel, these student
hustle to the other side of campus.
4. These four girls remain frozen in deep thought in fror
of the Campus Center bookstore.
5. "What were you thinking?"











Saul Auslander, Patricia Bancroft, Carleton Donchess,
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Bac/c Row (L to R): Mercedes
Nunez, Roger Dunn, &
Dorothy Pulsifer
Front Row (L to R): Stephen




Back Row (L to R): Frank Sargent, Michael Sloan, William
Heerman & Richard Abers
Front Row (L to R): Lisa A. Shaw, Michael Farley & Veronica
Cote
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Bacfc Kozf (L to jR); Jo/zh C.
Jahoda, Jeffery A. Bowen,
Michael Carson, Sandra Whelan
& Kevin D. Curry
Front Row (L to R): Donald





(L to R): Edward Brush, Frank Gorga, Cielito DeRamos-King,
Chifuru Noda & Vahe Marganian
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Communication Studies & Theatre Arts
(L to R): Suzanne Ramczyk,
J
Arthur Lizie, Paula Gardner, Joel
Litvin, James Quinn, Nancy
Moses, Mary Lamonica, Arthur
Dirks, ThomasMickey,JabbarAl-






(L to R): Robert Cicerone, Robert Hellstrom, Michael Krol, Glenn Miller,
Vernon Domingo, Madhu Rao, Peter Saccocia, Sandra Clark, James Hayes-
Bohanan, Richard Enright & Bettina Aten
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English
( t£K£tac/c Koif (L to R): Thomas Gurley, Michael Hurley, Clifford
__
Wood, Philip Tabakow, Lee Torda, Michael Boyd, GarlandKimmer )"==-
& William Smith
(
Middle Row (L to R): Charles
Nickerson, Arnold Girdharry,
Judith Stanton & Barbara Apstein
FrontRow (L to R): Ann Doyle,








Front Row (L to R): Julia Stakhnevich,
Fernanda Ferreira &Atandra Mukhopadhyay






Maziar Behrooz, David Culver,
Lucille Fortunate-DeLisle, An-
drew Harris, Leonid Heretz, An-
drew Holman, Michael lerardi,
MargaretLowe, Philip Silvia,Jean
Stonehouse, Wing-kai To, Tho-
mas Turner, Alfred Wolff &
Matilde Zimmerman
Andrew Harris Philip Silvia, Jr.
Margaret Lowe Wing-kai To
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Mercer Fellouris (Chairperson) Jeanne Aurelio





Cowles, Ely Dorsey, Mercer
Fellouris, Helene Fine, Peter
Georgelas, Sylvia Keyes,
Frederick Sheppard, Peter
Sietins, Frank Sterrett& Robert
Wolk
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Mathematics & Computer Science
(L to R): Richard Quindley,
Ward Heilman, Uma Shama,
Paul Fairbanks, Philip Scalisi,
Gail Price, Mahmoud El-









BackRow (L to R): AmosNwosu,
Kathleen Laquale, Robert Haslam,
Lydia Burak, Joseph Huber, Janice
Harris, Cheryl Hitchings, John
Kilbourne & Paul Dubois
FrontRow (L to R): Sam Baumgarten, Marcia Ander-
son, Edward Hart, Pam Humphreys & Robert Frederick
ft ** •* €f f
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Music
Back Row (L to R): Salil
Sachdev, Jean Kreiling, Steven
Young & David Garcia
*<s •> «* & «& *
Front .Row (L to R): Deborah
Nemko & Carol Nicholeris
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Philosophy
Left (L to R):Robert Fitzgibbons,
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Physics






l to R): Shaheen Mozaffar, David Hill,
rendan Burke, and Mike Kryzanek



















Front (L to R): Rosalind Morrison,
RaymondZuWattack, Louise Graham,
Janice Costello, Victoria Bacon, Lynne m
Yeamans,Maxine Rawlins,AnneHird
& Charles Robinson
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BackRow (L to R): AnnaMartin-
Jearld, Dina Carbonell & Lucinda
King-Frode
Front Row (L to R): Gary

















Carroll, Fang Deng, Sandra
Faiman-Silva, Patricia Fari-
ng, Diana Fox, Richard Henry, Curtiss Hoffman, William Levin,
Im Maclnnis, Carolyn Petrosino & Abraham Thomas
Bf # •* # #
% & fc # «F
€F *
Special Education & Communication Disorders
(L to R): Roya Sayadi, Tracy
Baldrate, Lidia Silveira, &
William Murphy
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Academic Achievement Center &
Honors Center
Academic Affairs
Peggy Smith, Dorie AuCoin, Roberta Eldredge, Mariann
Lorray, Manuela Moniz, Helena Santos, Pamela Spillane,
Charles Nickerson, Andrew Harris & Meredith Eckstrom
(L toR): Shu-Ling Chen, Sandra Courchesne, JaneMurphy,
Jennifer Schwartz, Joyce Cook, Sandra Christoun, Laurence
Richards, Stefanie Ryan & Kelly Duarte
Administration & Finance
Back Row (L to R): Susan McCombe, Dana Mohler-
Faria, & Nancy Pendleton
Front Row (L to R): Cindy Meyer, Margarida Vieira &
Laura Machads
Admissions
Back Row (L to R): Jennifer Murray, Elizabeth Mizaras,
Cynthia Coates, Andrea Frisoli, Aisha Knight, Tim Campbell,
Rosella DeTerra, Alisa Andrade & Linda Warren







Ann Matthews & Alan Comedy Candace MaGuire, Donna Lentini & Lauraine Daniels
Athletics
usan Crosby-Tangen, Susan Chaves, Sandra Morgrage,
metMaguire, John Harper, Nicole Castonguay, Gayle Olson,








Emilie Bent, Lucy Cummings, Sandra Flathers, Gloria
Heaslip & Elaine Viveiros
Career Services
Campus Police
Chief David Tillinghast, Anderson, Benson, Beaudoin, Buckley,
Cabral, Cardella, Crandall, Delmonte, Donovan, Dos Santos,
Ellis, Fagan, Froio, Fruzzetti, Gagnon, Garrison, Gormley, Jones,
Lemanski, MacDonald, Major, Marchand, Marquis, McMullen,
Nelson, O'Donnell III, Osteen, Roginielewicz, Rushton, St Germain,
Sampson, Sheehan, Simmons, Skahan & Vafides
Counseling Center
Christine Tetreault, Madelyn Dias, Shannon Finning, Tracey
Connell, Denise Diliddo & John Paganelli
Grace Seibert-Larke, Anita Bhat, Jill Eklund, Robert Haynor,
Heather Lawson, Doris Murray & Philip Roberts
34
Financial Aid Food Services
Pamela Trezzi, Linda Sennott, Janet Gnmbris, Rhonda Rocha,
Cynthia Sweeney, Kristine Vidal, Diane Place, Janice Evans,
Catherine Kedski & Margaret Powers
Edward Gorman, Gary Boothby, Carol Barris, Robert Cook,
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Back Koif (L to R); Ann M. Doyle, Linda St. Croix &
Laurie Steel
Middle Row (L to R): Carol Cage, Cathy Candais & June
Robie
Front Row (L to R): Val Thorns, Chris Bradbury & Jan
Sundlas
Human Resources
Anne Sims, Maureen Dufresne, Nancy Ferguson, Dorothy
Grosswendt, Sally Stewart, Patricia Allison, Melissa Grabau,
Janet Mclsaac, Melinda Lamoureux, Liz Freitas, Lisa
Doucette, Kim Boyle, Eileen DeAndrade & Jane Thomas
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Library Media Services
Fourth Row (L to R): Rachel ~Em.de, Janine Arduino, Jean Ryan &
Deborah Stone
Third Row (L to R): Cecilia Darling, Ann Hamilton, Cynthia Sudpoda
& Maryellen West
Second Row (L to R): Joan Luiz, Christine Brown, Sheau-Hiuang
Chang & Kevin Manning
First Row (L to R): Susan Dailey, Shu-Chen Tu & Kathleen Nerney
Moakley Center
Janine Boutin, Eric Feibel, Michael Hausmann, Mary
Tanguay & Arthur Wood
President's Office
Back Row (L to R): Debbie Marx, Patricia Shea &
Maureen Hermann
Front Row: Mary Fuller
Victor DeSantis, Annmarie Hunt, Karleen Karas, Barbara
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Back Roif (X fo jR); Eva Gaffney, Julie Santos Reardon,
Marie Murphy & Linda Balzotti
Front Row (L to R): Karen Callan, Debi Bousquet &
Roberta Harris
Purchasing
(L to R): Gina Guasconi, Jean Zona, Gerry Bunauciz &
Diane Chagnon
Residence Life & Housing Student Activities
Beth Moriarty,KristyAnn Baird, Rita Camara, Kelly Cronin, Back Row (L to R): Laurie Duclos, Pat Hogan & Pat
Erica Keaney, Shelly Keniston, Brian Lalli,MylesMcPartland, Esposito
Monica Ouellette, Jessica Taylor & Kym Turpin Front Row (L to R): Jen Lando, Sally Hall & Cindy Kane
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Student Affairs Student Records & Registration
Back Row (L to R): Tony Esposito, Nancy Jenesky, Robbin Irene Checkovich,Nancy Clay, Sharon Fortier, Lois Medeiros,
Maloney & Gael Deluliis Margaret Mercier, Sarah Nunn, Robin Riley, Joan Schlatz,
Front Row (L to R): Lynette Willett & Martha Jones Tracy Souza, Janet Taylor & Michelle Trezzi
Campus Life & Conferences
7?J
tip UpLIs
Catherine Holbrook,RandiRezendes, Elaine Warnbolt, James
Hallenback, Jean Brennan, Ann Charon, Mark Johnson, John
Phaneuf, Mark Rothman, Timothey Sullivan, Chandra Tay-


















































































Physical Ed. / Recreation
Niantic, CT




















































































































































































































































Connie A. Hein Andrea L. Henry Amanda B. Hinckley Wai-Yee Hon
Accounting Early Childhood Ed./Psych. Management Info. Sys





















































































































































































































































































































































































































Thisyear's senior convocation was an emo-
tionalrollercosterwith the, sadness ofSeptember11
stilttugging atpeople's hearts andlingering in their
minds.
David 'Rgbichaud, a 1983 graduate of
(BridgewaterState College, was thefeaturedspeaker
andspoke to the senior class withmiT^ed emotions as
hzjokedabout his memories at the college and then
about his time reportingfrom <Hew cyorkCity after
the attack^
President Adrian Tinsley handed out me-
dallions>whichhonoredfacultyandstafffortwenty-
fiveyearsofservice to the college, to TdwardJames,
philosophy; Margaret Johnson psychology; and
DavidRichards, psychology. Honoring thefacuilty
andstaffat convocation is one of the most impor-
tant things we do, statedPresident linsley.
1. 'The distinguishedspeakers ofConvocation ap-
plaud the Senior class.
2. (Ihe 'Bridgewater State College wind ensemble
68
plays a musicalselectionfor the ceremony.
3. Audience members applaud after a speechgiven by thefeatured
speaker, <DavidHtybichaud.
4. Jessica Stanley shows off the class bannerfor the Class of2002.
5. Three happy Seniors take theirfirst steps towardsgraduation.
6. "Usingyour degree to help ourcommunity, ourstate, our regionand
our nation millbe especially important in the difficult times ahead"
was the message President Adrian Tvnsley told the Class of2002.
7. Adminstration and faculty listen intently to President Txnsley's
words ofinsight and inspiration.
8. A littlejoking around before the start ofConvocation.
9. Cindy Taige andMissy Muszynslq waitfor the ceremony to begin.
10. Student government Association President 'Donovan Jauvelle
gets ready to address the Class of2002.
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The therm was "One Wickgd Weekend"
andthat isjustwhat it was. from the creepyfeats
made by dubs and organizations to the wickedby-
exciting victory by the (Bears over fitchburg in the
Homecomingfootbabbgame, HomecomingWeekend
2001 was faff ofghosts, ghouls, abumni and the
American spirit There were road races,face-paint-
ings, pumpkin carvings, obd memories and the cre-
ation ofnew ones. "One WickedWeekend" turned
out to be notfrightening at abb. It had spirit that
woubdmake any (Bear-proud to be anAmerican and
a member of the (BSCfamiby.
1. Laura bFbynn andJessica Uhbman head up the
Homecoming Parade.
2. SisterofQamma Phi tBeta,Tracy Obert hobds the
winningcheckfor$l,000,givenby the 'Bridgewati
AbumniAssociation,forhaving the winningHome-
coming Paradefeat abong with %appa P)ebta Phi.
Sigma Pi brothers Matt Shaub and Adam
iil<Jwj.ir* ixr-jflifluf funiuriKwmr
Stoddardpose with <Bristaco to show off their American 'Pride.
4. Bristaco before the parade.
5.
"(
Ihril(er": (Ihe undeadsistersofQamma Phi 'Beta andtheghoulish
Brothers of'Kappa "Delta Phipose infront of their winningfbat
6. Members ofthe 'Residence Hail'Associationgather together before
the parade on their hauntingfloat.
7. 9&IA dance to the live band during theirfloatperformance.
8. President Adrian Tvnsley "clowns around" at the Homecoming
game.
9. Sisters ofPhiSigma Sigma andthe Brothers andSisters ofPhi Pi
Delta stop in their lobster-mashing to smilefor the camera.
10. Homecoming IQng Dan Jacobvitz andQueen Junie Joseph.
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1. The Wicked Queen, a <BSCfootball player, a
'Werewolf, aMadScientist, (Dracula, andthe (Devil:
the ftddams fatuityfor the 9{ew Millenium?
2. Somegalpals hitch a ride on the side ofafloat
before the parade begins.
3. "It's not easy beinggreen..."
4. Si devoted member of'RglC shows her red and
zvhite BSCpride mixedwith a little orangeOiallow-
een spirit.
5. Scooby (Doo and crew cheer wildly atop the
Mystery Machine van.
6. Theaterfriends entertain the crowd with some
rocfcjv'roll.
7. "I fqwwyou hate mafeup butjust smilefor the
camera andpretendyou li((e it."
8. Lobster Mashers claw around.
9. SQfl- members holdonto the bac^of theirfloat
for support as it rides through the streets of
Bridgewater.













Andrew Card, chief ofstafffor 'Presi-
dent Qeorge {W. 'Bush, was the keynote speaker
forWintercommencement exercises onJanuary
25, 2002. To trie 500-plus newgraduates he
urged: "Takeyour degree, be veryproudof it,
"
he said. "More importantly, become a citizen
participant; do good, andyou will overcome
evil."
TresidentTvnsley advised: "Asyou take
your leave this evening, and Ifollow a few
months hence, we can take pride andsatisfac-
tion that we have done our best to leavefor
those who come after us a fBridgewater that is
trulyan outstandingpublic institutionofhigher
learning in the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts."
Student speaker 'Elizabeth Lee of
'Dorchester congratulated her classmates and
encouragedthem tofindjoyandpurpose in their
work: <(CWe need to take thegift ofeducation
that we have receivedand use it to thefullest
potentialeach andevery day. In these unsettled
74
times, ailof us must take hold of our situation and strivefor
improvement
"
courtesy of <Bridgewater Today
1. Elizabeth Lee
2. Lisa Tfusharme stares in amazement when she sees her name
in the program.
3. Jessica Stanley and 'Mike Smith-field smile as thefaculty
enters the auditorium.
4. Adrian Tinsley
5. The choir singsjoyous songsfor the audience.
6. The singing of the 9{ationalAnthem.
7. Andrew Card
8. CliffordWood, the college marshall
9. These happy students are eagerly read to receive their
diplomas.
10. This delightedgraduate smilesfor allherfamily to see
75
T)r. Adrian Tinsley, the Wtfi presi-
dent in the 162-year history of 'Bridgewater
State College, celebrated the last officialcol-
lege ceremony of her presidency under rainy
sfqes by awarding nearly 300graduates their
degrees and offering reflections in her com-
mencement address on her career in public
higher education.
She shared with the graduates the
three elementsshe believes are the most impor-
tantfor a successful life and career:
"To havegood wor/^ to do is a privi-
lege. It's not an obligation. It's aprivilege. To
buildan institution is aprivilege. To have the
opportunity to help makg. an institutionstron-
ger- that's aprivilege,"saidTresidentTinsley.
"To serve thepublicgoodis thegreatestprivi-
lege of all. Thisgraduation morning, under-
neath this tent, we see in the faces of our
graduates what can happen when a public
college is created to serve the publicgood."
Three new schools were created at
ftW
(BSC during Dr. Husky's presidency, and the campus has grown
through the acquisition ofadditionallandandthe construction ofnew
buildings, severalofwhich willopen thisfall.
She has significantly advancedthe college's academic curricu-
lum By adding new undergraduate andgraduate degreeprograms and
providing strong leadership in the implementation ofadvanced tech-
nologyfor teaching and learning, which hasgarnerednationalatten-
tionfor the college.
She is also leaving an everlasting legacy at 'Bridgewater State
College with the creation of an endowment. Under 'Dr. Kinsley's
leadership, the college's foundation embarkedon itsfirst-ever endow-
ment drive - The Campaignfor'Sridgewater.At Friday evening's ninth
annualChairmen's 'Dinner, the college's premierefund-raising event,
she announced that the campaign's $10 milliongoalsetforJune 30,
2002, hadSeen achieved.
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U(We are celeBrating a very important mile-
stone in the college's' History/' President Tinsley
told an audience of 360 faculty, staff, alumni,
corporate supporters anddonors to the college who
attended the event to celeBrate her leadership and
legacy. "This endowment willgive 'Bridgewater's
Best students access to educational opportunities
equal to any college in the UnitedStates."
(Dr. William 0'9(eil, executive officer ofthe
Massachusetts CouncilofState CollegeTresidents,
received an honorary degree in public education at
commencement ceremonies. T)r. 0'9{eilhas a distin-
guished42-yearcareerinpuBliceducationinMassa-
chusetts, much ofit in the higher education sector.
Mrs. Tlsiz Jrankj. aprominent advocatefor
the elderlyandmotherofCongressmanbarney Jran/Q
was awardedan honorary degree inpuBlic service.
ShewaspresidentoftheMassachusettsdissociation
of Older Americans from 1991-97 and is a life
memBer of the T,7(ecutive Office of 'Elder Affairs
governor's Advisory Committee.
rS^cuAriBJBnHn
Mr. Louis Iticciardi received the 'Bridgewater State College
'Distinguished ServiceAward. He has servedtwo terms as a member of
the college's 'Board ofTrustees andfor more than a decade on the
BridgewaterState College foundation, serving since1996 as its chair-
man. He co-chaired the inaugural $10 million endowment campaign
that came to a successfulconclusion this spring.
Two BSCfaculty members were honoredat the ceremony. The
fBridgewater State College Lifetime faculty ResearchAwardto honor
distinction in academic research over the span ofan individual's career
at BSC was presented to Dr. Michael 'Kjyzanel^ a member of the
college's faculty since 1973. He is the author ofsi% boof^s on Latin
American politics andZl.S'.-Latin American relations.
The Class of 1950 Distinguished faculty <Rgsearch Award
honors afaculty member or librarian who is engaged in a significant
researchproject during the current academicyear. Iheyear's recipient is
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£>r. 9(ancy Street. (Dr. Street has Seen a member of
the college'sfaculty since 1980 andfor more than
two decades has Been engagedin active scholarship
on the Peoples 'Republic ofChina.
Ms. Tracy 'Karcz, a member of the Class of
2002 and student speaker, encouraged her class-
mates not to be deterredby life's challenges, but to
rise to the occasion:
'"Unfortunately, we will not be able to
escape life's challenges andobstacles. 'We mustface
whatevercomes ourwayheadon andovercome it to
the best ofour ability," saidMs. %arcz. '"But I do
believe that the e?(periences we have had here at
Bridgewaterhavemade uswhoWe are today. There-
















H Worcester State L
A Framingham State L
H Maine Maritime W
A MIT W
H Westfield State L
A UMass-Dartmouth L
H Fitchburg State W
A Mass. Maritime W
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2001 Football Roster
1 Duncan Averill* 47 James Taylor*
2 Nathan DoRosario 48 Garth Fitzsimmons*
3 Paul Scarpelli* 49 Stephen Lagasse
4 Dave Dungan* 50 Mike O'Brien
5 William Bryant IV* 5 1 Thomas Dodds*
6 Jacob Barnes 53 Nathan St. Gelais*
7 Matthew Hayes* 56 Paul Doucette
8 Jerold Gaitan* 57 Colin Macdonald*
10 Joshua Kay* 58 Kevin Rubino
11 Patrick Callahan* 59 Charles Elfman*
13 Scott Silva* 60 Thor Ahlander*
15 Eric Kane 61 Sean Driscoll
16 Dan Nichol 62 Ray Wilcox*
17 Brandon Lovett 64 Jeffrey Miller
18 Dennis Castro 65 Michael DiCenso*
2 1 Mark Robertson 66 John Guerzoni*
23 Adam Howe* 67 Daniel Thompson*
24 Evan Barry* 7 1 Jonathan Berube*
26 Duane Olson 72 Andrew Golden*
27 Hymeld Gaignard 75 Ryan Lefebvre*
28 Brian St. Germain 78 Darren O'Brien*
30 Chris Pereira 84 William Breheny*
31 Gregory Belsky* 85 William Donovan
32 Chris Chapin 86 David Ribeiro*
33 Gregg Bouchard* 87 Daniel Mandell*
34 Vincent Pace 90 Russell Booth*
36 Ben Katz* 91 Kevin Anderson*
38 Pierre Benson 93 Jonathan Sullivan
39 Adam Magnasco 94 Jeff Brems*
40 Andrew Brems* 95 Ollie Risigari-Gai
41 Jonathan Nelson* 96 John Alves •
42 DougBorsari 97 Tim Killea
43 Andrew Sironi 98 Mark Foster





2001 Field Hockey Schedule
H Babson Co. L
H WPI W
A Framingham State Co. W
H Wheaton College L
H Worcester State Co. W
H Simmons Co. W
H Eastern Connecticut State W
A UMass-Dartmouth W
A Stonehill Co. L
A Keene State Co. L
A Plymouth State Co. L
H U. of Southern Maine W
H Endicott Co. L
A Fitchburg State Co. W
A Salem State Co. W
H Westfield State Co. L
H Eastern Connecticut State L




















Head Coach: Nicole Castonguay
Assistant Coach: Amy Richendollar
Team Captains: Kerry Leach, Johannah Price,
Erika Smith




Fall 2001 Bridgewater State Collea
2001 Men's Soccer Schedule
A Wheaton Co. L
H Babson Co. L
H UMass-Dartmouth L
H Eastern Connecticut State W
H Brandeis U. L
H Salem State Co. W
H Johnson & Wales U. W
A Stonehill Co. W
A Framingham State Co. W
H Mass. Co. of Liberal Arts L
H Westfield State Co. L
A Mass. Maritime W
A Rhode Island Co. L
H Fitchburg State Co. W
H Plymouth State W
A Worcester State Co. L
A Worcester State Co. L





































Head Coach: Lou Verrochi
Assistant Coach: Brendan Adams
Team Captains: Jason Hanscom, Adam Jewell






Fall 2001 Bridgewater State Collet
2001 Women's Soccer Schedule
H Plymouth State L
A Bowdoin Co. L
A UMass-Dartmouth L
H Babson College W
A Salve Regina U. L
A MIT W
H Worcester State Co. L
H Eastern Connecticut State W
A Salem State Co. L
H Keene State Co. L
H Framingham State Co. W
A Mass. Co. of Liberal Arts W
H Rhode Island Co. W
A Westfield State Co. W
H Roger Williams U. W
A Fitchburg State Co. W
H Worcester State Co. W
A Framingham State Co. T
HIMHIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllllll i^^ffl^ii9RHBBEHBHH 'Str&fti

































Head Coach: Andrea Zeigler
Assistant Coaches: Jen Monaghan, Heather Eliott






2001 Men's Cross Country Roster
Koichi Endo Justin Mugits*
Timothy Gay* Christopher Starr*





Head Coach: Ed Delgado
Assistant Coach: Bill MacKinnon
Captains: Justin Mugits & Tsuyoshi Yoshino
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Women's Cross Country
fill 2001 Bridgewater State College
2001 Women's Cross Country Roster
Suzanne Andrade* Laura Karns
Jennifer Barrett* Cristina Nardozzi
Melissa Carter* Kathleen Nydam
Katie Carter Kelley O'Driscoll
Jennifer Cushing* Tamara Souza




Head Coach: Ed Delgado
Assistant Coach: Bill MacKinnon








inter 2002 Bridsewater State College
2002 Women's Indoor Track & Field Roster
Allison Carroll* April-Anne Malo
Katie Carter Cristina Nardozzi
Melissa Carter* Kathleen Nydam*
Jennifer Dancey* Kelley O'Driscoll*
Alison Fletcher* Darcie Ritch Sprints
Carrie Griffin* Tamara Souza
Kristen Iworsky* Sunny Turowski*
Katie LeGrand
* Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Ed Delgado
Assistant Coaches: Bridget Russo & Jim Simoneau
Captains: Alison Fletcher, Kristen Iworsky & Sunny Turowski











































Head Coach: Ken Duarte
Assistant Coach: Dodi Herk, Cathy Noversa
Team Captains: Jennifer Cedrone,
Shawna O'Neill
Student Athletic Trainer: Tracy Karcz, Rob Riebe





A Roger Williams U. L
A Newport Inv'tl 5h
A Rhode Island Co. L
H Newbury Co. W
A Emmanuel Co. L
A UMass-Dartmouth L
A Babson Co. L
H Stonehill Co. L
A Regis Co. L
H Johnson & Wales U. L






Newbury Co. W UMass-Boston L
E. Nazarene Co. W Worcester State L
UMass-Dartmouth L Salem State L
Wheaton Co. L Fitchburg State W
Wentworth W Westfield State W
Emmanuel Co. W Salve Regina L
Plymouth State L Framingham StateW
Stonehill Co. L MCLA L
E. Nazarene Co. L Worcester State L
Curry Co. W Salem State L
Westfield State L Fitchburg State L
Rhode Island Co. L Worcester State W
Framingham State W Salem State L
Mass. Co. W
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2001-2002 Men's Basketball Roster
4 Brendan Gill* Keith Gill*
5 Damond Silva-Jones 23 Marty Hernon




12 Dan Cournoyer 30
14 Derek Savas*








Head Coach: Joe Farroba
Assistant Coaches: Mike Donovan, Kevin Turner,
Jim O'Connell
Team Captains: Derek Savas, Harry Grabert
Team Managers: Frannie Quirk, Alesandra Kariotis
Team Statistician: Don Whitman










Winter 2002 Bridgewater State Collet
2001-2002 Women's
Basketball Schedule
St. Joseph's Co. L UMass-Boston W
Castleton St. W Worcester St
Pine Manor Co. W Salem St
Babson Co. L Fitchburg St
Suffolk University L Westfield St






J Emily Manion 24 Sam Ambroise
12 Elizabeth Stieg 25 KatelynHart





21 Stephanie Hurley* 40 NikkiDelaney
23 Lynne Allen 43 Katie Barber
*Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Bridgett Casey
Assistant Coaches: Meghan Clifford,
Bryan Piecewicz
Team Captains: Lora O'Connell, Stephanie Hurley,
Paula Habel





Roger Williams Invtnl. '




Western New England College W










Ursinus College Invtnl. 3rd
Williams College W
US Coast Guard Academy L
NECCWA Dual Meet Championship 14th
W.P.I. L















Head Coach: Mike Kenney
Assistant Coaches Mike Alves & Daniel LePage
Team Captains: Craig Buckley & Mike Perry
Manager: Shannon Quinn





Swimming & Diving Schedule
Brandeis Relays 2nd
WNEC - W
Clark University L L
UMass-Dartmouth W L
Tufts University L -





Plymouth State - L
Wheaton Co. W L
Salem State Co. W W
Babson Co. L L
Westfield State Co. - L
Bentley College L L
NE's@Bentley's 4th 9th
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Men & Women's Swimming & Diving
Scott Allen* Lisa Arseneault*
Bill Alves* Danielle Bean*
Brian Banks Jessica Busch*
Jim Barnard* Michelle Calverley*
Justin Bohannon* Shaunessy Egan*
Steve Boucher* Sarah Fasel*
Tom Catino* Kerri Harris*
Kevin Coulon* Erin Majeran*
Tim Daley* Katie McLean*
John Downs, Jr Kimberly Meredith
Andy Fuccillo* Ann Nolan*
Jonathan Govednik* Sarah Provencher*
.






Michael Yanikoski . 1
Hajime Yoshimura
^Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Chris Haffert)'
Diving Coach: Rob Ferreira
Assistant Coach: Yvonne Boness, Bret Oteri
Student Athletic Trainers: Kim DePina, Shawna O'Neill
Team Captains: Justin Bohannon, Michael Caruso, Andy





2002 Outdoor Track & Field Roster 1






Walter Clark* Melissa Carter















Chad Natti Vanessa Megna








Russell Trottier* Lindsey White
*Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Ed Delgado
Assistant Coach: Bridget Russo & Jim Simoneau
Team Captains: Ron Griffir1, Dave Mackiewicz, Justin Mugits,
Melissa Carter, Alison Fletcher & Kristin Neville
Student Athletic Trainers: fake Dewispelaere, Shealagh Dine,






Penn State Altoona L
Gettysburg Co. L
Washington Co. W
Mount St. Mary Co. W
Old Westbury W
Ohio Valley Co. L





Univ. of S.Maine W


























2002 Baseball Roster |
2 Sean White 22 JeffMeau
4 Paul Hasenfus* 23 Dan Webber
5 Mark Arruda 24 Bobby Haskins*
7 Jim Sullivan* 26 Christian Perry
8 Peter Starr* 27 Shayne Barnes
9 Jason Arraiol* 28 Josh White
10 Scott Favreau 29 Neil Brazie*
11 Tim McGonigle* 32 Chris Dargon*
12 Derek Favreau* 34 Mike Foster*
15 Dennis Martel 35 Anthony Taormina*
18 Tim Hart* 37 J.J. Lucier
20 J.T. Nickley 38 Jeremy Winters*
21 Tim Emerson*
*Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Rick Smith
Assistant Coaches: Kevin Cadres, John Graham,
Lou Colitti, Doug Vadnais & Bob Wooster
Captains: Neil Brazie & Mike Foster







West Chester Univ. L Salem Stale

















L Framinsjham Stale W
W Framingham Stale W
L Clark Univ. W
W Clark Univ. W
W Wesllield Stale W
L Wesllield Slate W
L Mass. Maritime W
W Mass. Maritime W
L UMass-Darlmouth W
L UMass-Darlmouth W
L Fitchburg Stale Co. L
W Fitchburg State Co. W
W Worcester State Co. W
L Fitchburg Slate Co. W























Head Coach: Janet Maguire
Assistant Coaches: Carrie Kuprycz &
Stephanie Finn
Team Captains: Amanda Sanson, Marie Wall
& Betsy Ahearn









Johnson and Wales L
Clark Univ. L

























Head Coach: Mike Bradley
Team Captains: Dave Goldfarb &
Ryan Mackiewicz
Student Trainer: Jen Menard








WheatonCo. L UMass-Dart. W
Bates Co. L Salem St. W
Salve Regina W Mount Holyoke W
Lasell - W Bryant Co. W
WNEC L Castleton St. W
Plymouth St. L Worcester St. W
Worcester St. W WNEC L
Eastern Conn. L Babson Co. W
Elms Co. W Plymouth St. L
^ridgewater^tat^ollej
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7 Melissa Traynham* 18 Katie Kenney*
8 Christine Bren* 21 Paula Habel*





13 Nicole Doherty 48 Danielle Bean*
* Returning Veterans
Head Coach: Josh Hexter
Assistant Coach: Ann Silvia
Team Captains: Jen Cullen, Paula Habel &
Jessica Kistler



































1 *7Zob (Harrington juries several 3/K ton
versations on /\OjZ 3nstant /Kessenger.
2. 3n the comfort of the top bunk, £iz.et
-
fZarnasquillo gets in some late night stud\\in
3. /Hichelle jdocktand and /Katthe
Packman cuddle and snooze after a long da
4. TVith guilty faces, y4dam /K'dtet, 'Rube
/Killer, and /Kick £tla fait to get lid of the
incriminating carbonated beverage container.
5. Hiz T\.obins cleans her desk as /\nna
T^efuse chats away in one of the best decorated
dorms on campus.
6. ^Cim ^elsignore lounges around watching
the boob tube as he waits for his roommate to
return from class.
J. TOhile Nicole Nakataki completes her term




8. Tiob jdavalle, Nick <H.anni$an, and y4dam
yt>o?>tto patiol the kalis.
9- jAll done with studying, ^Allison ^b>ackaid,
%>iU\( TSeanckamp, Katen /Huipky, and
7§>ie.ndan (Z-kambeis kead off $01 a fun- -(jilted
niakt.
10. ^oi^et tke yooik- tkese (jiils just wanna
kave fun!
'1. Tiafiet /Hattjucz, 'James jZaduc and




olcomb-.Mhte7 Katki <Ho takes a quick study bxeak
to smile fet the cameta*
2. Kelly 7£ilodeau petfetms ket fi-/\ dutie
ti^kt feom the ptivacy of ket very own dotm
3. /Hike fanning kas college life down
lounging atound and talking on tke pkone
4. Jluke fatten: "<H.okydate you batge into
my loom unannounced! 1*5o you kave an
appointment? .
5. Q-ustin ^-isket and /Hike ^oba:
"XOkazxxup!"'
.
6. -/\ll smiles, £jiin (Z-akiLl tejoices as ske
fends tke Last penny needed to pay fet ket
mo via ticket.
j. -/\llison (Satbone waits by ket window in
anticipation of tke advent of ket visitot.
8. £Lli cHill and Tiobett /Hum wtestle eack











9. "thanks fiat stopping by, heh, don't come
back," Steve Dimnessa waves with, a mock
smite while stein Scott /lewis makes sure we
don't ovezstaif out welcome with an unnetving
glaze.
fOi "Should 3 destioif him with fate ot the
blade oj) mu swotd?" (Staig <r\aviison pondeis
as he plaifS /Ha$tc the 0atheUn$ against an
injjctiot opponent.
11. 7Sen' Kalti$&and <3hii& T\.egland shate a




7 /ladles' manQustin 'ZW^o struts
down the hall in scotch oj> a damsel i
distress
2. /Kmmooooo: (Zoree THubble Love
them cows.
,
3. Respite the two scantily cla
women plastered beside his bed, /Hik
^aldini still wonders why he's sleep-
ing alone tonight.
4. ^>hyiscally exhausted, ^Heather
yAnderson braces herself against the
door £or much-needed support.
5. /Kark <3/alla$her and -/Audrey
t^jotsiL cuddle on the couch. YOhat a
cute y£>hi y£>i l^elta pairl
6. tf^yler /Hattewson: "^here isn't
anyone else under here. 3 swear!"
J. (Zhattin^ on the net, §jiin *75yer
cntches up with friends back home.
w
S. ^Zwo ^bki ^>i 'TSetta gats,
Suzanne Santosuosso and.
Suzanne dtonin skate a relaxing
gitCs night in*.
9- (L^aug Thompson and Sa%a
T^ieniek stand in the dootmaxf plan-
ning a time to get together soon.
10. TZyan St. jAukn: "3'm the king
0$ the -fctoot!"
11. QohnCZawssimo, (Zhtis tHattte,











Z^ont mess:h)iik Ktisten ^>attows
wkin she's in the zone.
2. ^foevin /Kc(Zou$kan tties to mast
S>nood on ket computet
3. -/\IL wtapped in ket ^Eweety 7$>it,
blanket, (Zatmen -/\ndtiade is teadif $0
an afitetnoon nap- s
4. /Hickelle Kelly is teadif fiot <Hallow-
een a Ut eatlif." "T^on't you tkink so, yAmif
/Hatskall?
5. /He^an jZinck, Katie Olson, /Ke$an
/Kulti^an, and ^ticia ^Sweeny alt pile
on tke bean ba$ ckaits fiot movie ni^kt.
.
6 QUI l^suskatme kides in tke kallwau tfot
a ptivate convetsation.
7- Sopkia l^elpkin tuskes to complete
te
mseatck ^ot a tetm papet due next week-
8. Satak <2)tapes kicks back and telaxes
138
1ML .
with ket blanket, ^TV temote, fiapes and
(^lamout vna^azlne. YOkat a Uj,el
9. Q^kese tktee tgommates, cHeatket
(Z/tace, jZauta ^lynn and '/lindsay
YOotton, vow to be foiends jotevet.
10. /Katif YOa.de and /Hetanle "^tasiet
ate not only sestets but best foiends too.
11. </\llison cHetson, yAltison Suetette,
Kaitlifn/McSmeeneif, and&in (Zosteilo






<3otteen 'T^aniefe wozks diligently to
complete hez homewozk.
2. Sozzy, (Zindif (Zzouse. YOe bazgem
in on uouz ^ C* time.
3. /Katt T^apteista zelaxes A-fitez a ton
jZaczosse wozkout.
4. jZuke /Kattz watches the T^osu
OuZ^onnell £>koK'with glee while zoom
mate Justin /i\esedo Piles to zemain
composed..
5. 7&eck\f /Kazshall, Kzisten
l^eStephano, and Shannon Scazletta
axe a tight knit gzoup. tyou nevez see one
without the othez.
6. T^yan (Suzzan plaus some late-night
viztual football on <^>taustation.
J. Qen ^Hamilton puts up an awau
message befoze she heads out jjoz a night
on the town.
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm





and /Hannu j&utzo< sttike a pose.
10. 'T^isa.ppointednottofaind^uUiskexs
(Stealing tHouse knocking on his doot,
Nelson (Sabalto tetutns to his phone
conversation.
11. UluUdes (3/u.tci, (3kustina.^ustos f
andNatkatie^^etitos poseon tkeit make-
ski-fat leopa'id skin couck.
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1. KimT^etty sits at^het computet. -/\te
you teallif witting that papet ot ate you
online?
2. (Zaitlin T^awson, Katie jZynn
jZauta Swatt, and /Kelissa /Kutk
ate teadif to head, out to fond ^Lhutsda
ni^ht fiun.
3. Nate Goldstein, T^obbif/Kathewson,
and a female ^tiend collapse on the
couch. (Somfiott at last!
4. YOith a longing exptession, (^ixelda
jlima sits at het computet waiting tfot
someone to 3/r\ het.
5. -d-htis ^>enket, JELtin %>utke,
/Hatissa jZouvetaid^e, Q-acob (Zztullo,
and <Heathet ybettaccone pi^-pile on the
couch to match /Kust £>ee ^1$.
6. -/\j)tet a nice nap, Qat /Kelt is
enet^ized $ot his next class.
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7- /Salley (Zailnda enjoys talking to all
her friends back home on the computet.,
8. Katie ^ufrs peeks h&i head out of the
chaos In an attempt to tidy up het loom.
9. Jessica O'Neal and yAndtea
/Hullatkif $ea? up frt /Honday Ni$ht
football.
10. Nalauan Sham and Katie
(Zunnln^ham take a bteathet from theli
clamming.
11. 7§>etsy Johnson and (3olleen kelson





Helissa <HiU tunes in for ker daily
dose of news.
2. /KikeT&erube si$ks In frustration a
the Yankees trounce the lR.ed Sox in a
earlu season home ^ame.
3. 'John ^owns takes a nap after a
strenuous day.
4. f>k'd 'ZSavid does his best wax figure
Impression.
5. Nicole (Chandler, (3krissif Mruin,
and/H ichetle T^er^eson pondei overwhat
* to make for dinner.
6. Qustin/Ke^uties and (3kris (Zkeney
$ear up for a Q^kursday evening on the
town.
J. ^Henrif divans flashes the smite that
Au*
dtives the Ladies wild.
8. Tiawen yb>inai and £>unnu
^utouski take a bkeak in between theii
pie-patty ptepatations.
9. j&tendan Kitweli sutjs the Net in
hopes ofi fending a cheap £>ptin$ Tsteak
vacation package.
10. Satah <H.evetLey: "Sucking ifout
thumb without a blanket, is like eating





Begun as a simple pep band in the stands in
1994, the Gridiron BearBandhas become a tightly-
knit precision marching band. Precision drills
from well-drawn chart books, a clean and orga-
nized plan and good instruction keep rehearsal
time efficient and productive.
Although numbers are not huge, the spirit
is high. Because of the need to overcome space,
facilityand scheduling difficulties (remember, this
is thefirst marching band Bridgewater State Col-
lege has had in 158 years of its history!) it is
sometimes known as "the band that couldn 't stay
out of trouble. " After three years ofstruggle, the
148
band established itselfon its own prac-
ticefield (thanks to the work ofAthletic
Director John Harper and Buildings
and Ground Director Keith
Macdonald), and now the crowds keep
their areafree on game days instead of
wonderingwhy they are there! There is
afantastic relationship with the cheer-
leaders and the Athletic Department.
In fact, Bridgewater State Col-
lege is the only college team in the New























(L to R): Kate Stone, Adam Stoddard, Donovan Fauevelle, Missw
Muszynski, Colleen Gallagher, Tara Auciello, Una Macedo. -
1
€f « # # <Bf v * * »#*<F v#*€f*€f*«J
Front Row (L to R): Coree Dibble, Debbie Greenwood, Kristen Gilmore, Kendr
Sroka, Shannon McKinney
Middle Row (L to R): Tim DelSignore, Nick Rofe, Kristy Myers, Craig Harri<
Jessica Ulhman, Dan DiCenso, Mike Haggerty
Back Row (Lto R): rfctina Blais, Mike Johnson, Stephanie Jennings, Jph
Dudley, Ryan St. Aubin, Eric Smith, Annie Vieira
Front Row (L to R): Christine Carter, Jason Stockard, Elizabeth Robbins
Back Row (L to R): Chris Moore, Dave Charam, Kim White, Sarah Mazzillowi,
[im Corner, Audrey Gobiel, Mark Hewitt, Shannon Kieley, Bernard Hoelschen
fe*«p * * # fc * *
fepJl^^
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Front Row (L to R): Elizabeth Higgins, Crystal Kelley, Jen Barron, Amy Carv
Back Row (L to R): Katie Watson, Rose Felline, Pam Spillane, Joey Buiza
Sarah Harling
* I* fc fc QT •S ** & fc •£ €
The Omicron Delta Kappa Society is the national leadership honors socie
for college students, faculty, staff, administrators, and alumni that recognize
and encourages superior scholarship, leadership, and exemplary character. TH
Society recognizes achievement in five areas: Scholarship; Athletics; Campu!
Community Service, Social/Religious Activities, and Campus Government; Jou
nalism, Speech, and the Mass Media; Creative and Performing Arts.
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Front Row (L to R): Kendra Stroka, Lauren Berther, Kelley Maraglia, Meredith
amb, Lisa Justa
Back Row (L to R): Hiroko Asano, Davina L. Nesbitt, Kelley Crownover,
Alexandria Zemanovic, Celestina Leiker







The Anime Club came into existence in March 2001 and has been steadily growing as a club ever since. We do a few
inor events, but the main purpose of the club is to provide a stress-free environment to any and all students who love anime
r even have a mild curiousity about it! You can usually find our bake sales and raffles because we always have anime playing
shind us! We always welcome new members all year round, so feel free to stop by anytime!
L to R): Brandon Cook, Dan DiCenso, Roland Khorshidianzadeh, Michael
Ihorshidianzadeh, Elena Kelley, Christopher Lawrence, Mark Maguire, Dan
Ih'snewski, Dave Zadok, Kethany Michalski, Kelly Maraglia
luo
1. Editor-in-Chief Jennifer Grunin and Assistant Editor
Stephen McArthur peruse the new edition of the Yearbook
that just arrived.
2. ''Didn't I already write captions for this page?"
3. Virginia Kaffe closes her eyes as she struggles to think
of the perfect caption.
4. Annie Vieira chuckles sarcastically as she thinks about
the piles of pictures still left to crop.
5. The staff, including newly-appointed Managing Editor
Sara Bienck (left) and next years Editor-in-Chief, work
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Students, faculty, staff, and townspeople from
Bridgewater attended a ceremony for the Day of
Hope and Remembrance on the Boyden Quad-
rangle on Wednesday, September 19th to share
in the grief of the nation as well as attempt to
gain some semblance ofunderstanding over the
September 11th tragedy.
BSC moves up to #50 on Yahoo! Internet
Life magazine's list of "America's Most
Wired Colleges 2001." MIT ranked fifth
and Harvard ranked fifty-eighth.
Bridgewater State College plans to tighten the noose
on the campus smoking policy in the 2002-2003
academic year. No longer will there be designated
smoking areas in dorms nor will people be able to
smoke near the exteriors of certain other college
buildings.
Costing approximately $60 million total, a
new residence hall, dining facility, athletic
complex (field house) and new operations
center are being constructed at BSC. With the
others scheduled to open next fall, the new
operations center is likely to open in 2003,
will replaceCampus Policeheadquarters across
the streetfrom the Moakley Center, and will be
located behind Shea/Durgin Hall. A renovated
Harrington Hall will open Fall 2002 and will
be the new home for the School of Manage-
ment and Aviation.
After thirteen years as college President, Dr.
Adrian Tinsley will be stepping down. She is
most proud of the success of
the new building programs,
of her success in organizing
the departments into differ-
ent schools ofeducation, and
the new field house. Tinsley
vows to work on projects for
the college as well as be involved in bringing the
college's history up to date (it stops in 1967).
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TOp BSC NeWSmakerS Of 2001-2002 (courtesy of The Comment)
Bridgewater State College
Becoming the college's eleventh President, Vice-
President for Administration and Finance Dana
Mohler-Faria will succeed President Tinsley in
Fall 2002. Graduating with an associate's degree in liberal arts from Cape
Cod Community College, Mohler-Faria earned his bachelor's and master's
degrees in U.S. historyfrom Boston University. He later earned his doctorate
in higher education administration from the University ofMassachusetts at
Amherst.
Returning to Cape Cod Community College as the Director ofSACHEM
Outreach program and the Director of Financial Aid, Mohler-Faria also
served as the AssistantDean ofAdministrative Services at Bristol Community
College. At Mount Wachusett Community College, he was also the Assistant
to the President for Business and
Industry and the Dean ofAdminis-
trative Services.
fer J2r
Higher education in Massachusetts took a fifty mil-
lion dollar loss as a result ofthe 2002 House-Senate
budget cuts. 10.9 of the 50 million dollars are cuts
that have been made from the funding for state and
community colleges. Here at BSC, hourly salary
budgets (not including student payroll) have been
cut 5%, funds for out ofstate travel have been frozen,
appropriation for the Maxwell Libary has taken a
significant loss of funds, and regular state appro-
priation was level funded.
On Sunday, February 3, 2002, Dr. Maya Angelou
ipp
captivated a packed crowd in the Campus Center
auditorium. She stressed the importance of a college educa-
tion and urged students to become familiar with the librarians
and to "read anything you can." In her powerful, booming
voice, she recited the works of great African-American poets
and left the audience with the message: "Each one ofus has the
possibility of being a rainbow in the clouds...Learn so much
that you can be useful as a rainbow in someone's cloud."
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21 REASONS
ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS HARD TO LEARN
1. The bandage was wound around the wound.
2. The farm was used to produce produce.
4. We must polish the Polish furniture.
5. He could lead if he would get the lead out.
6. The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the desert.
7. Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time to
present the present.
8. A bass waspainted on the head of the bass drum.
9. When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes.
10. I did not object to the object.
1 1. The insurance was invalid for the invalid.
12. There was a row among the oarsmen about how to row.
13. They were too close to the door to close it.
14. The buck does funny things when the does are present.
15. A seamstress and a sewer fell down into a sewer line.
16. To help with planting, the farmer taught his sow to sow.
17. The wind was too strong to wind the sail.
1 8. After a number of injections my jaw got number.
19. Upon seeing the tear in the painting I shed a tear.
20. I had to subject the subject to a series of tests.
21
.
How can 1 intimate this to my most intimate friend?
Facts of Life
by Mr. "The Glass is Half Full"
The only reason anyone would ever hate you is
because they want to be just like you.
A smile from you can bring happiness to anyone,
even if they don't like you.
Every night, SOMEONE thinks about you before
they go to sleep.
You mean the world to someone.
If not for you, someone may not be living.
When you make the biggest mistake ever, something
good comes from it.
When you think the world has turned its back on you,
take a look: you most likely turned your back on the
world. •
When you think you have no chance of getting
what you want, you probably won't get it; but if you
believe in yourself, probably, sooner or later, you will
get it.
Always remember the compliments you received.
Forget about the rude remarks.
Always tell someone how you feel about them; you
will feel much better when they know.
If you have a great friend, take the time to let them
know that they are great.
There's always a lot to be thankful for if you
take time to look for it. For example, I am
sitting here thinking how nice it is that
wrinkles don't hurt.
When I'm feeling down, I like to whistle. It
makes the neighbor's dog that barks all the
time run to the end of his chain and gag
himself.
If you can't be kind, at least have the
decency to be vague.
A penny saved is a government oversight.
The older you get, the tougher it is to lose
weight, because by then your body and your
fat are really good friends.
The easiest way to find something lost
around the house is to buy a replacement.
He who hesitates is probably right.
If you can smile when things go wrong, you
probably have someone in mind to blame.
The sole purpose of a child's middle name
is so he can tell when he's really in trouble.
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Words ofWisdom
How long a minute is depends on what side
of the bathroom door you're on.
If ignorance is bliss, why aren't more
people happy?
Most of us go to our graves with our music
still inside of us.
If Wal-Mart is lowering prices every day,
how come nothing is free yet?
You may be only one person in the world,
but you may also be the world to one person.
Some mistakes are too much fun to only
make once.
Don't cry because it's over: Smile because it
happened.
We could learn a lot from crayons: some
are sharp, some are pretty, some are dull,
some have weird names, and all are different
colors. ..but they all have to learn to live in
the same box.
Everything should be made as simple as
possible, but no simpler.
by Ms. "Older and Wiser"
A truly happy person is one who can enjoy
the scenery on a detour.
Happiness comes through doors you didn't
even know you left open.
Once over the hill, you pick up speed.
Ifnot for STRESS I'd have no energy at all.
Whatever hits the fan will not be evenly
distributed.
Everyone has a photographic memory.
Some just don't have film.
I know God won't give me more than I can
handle. I just wish He didn't trust me so
much.
You don't stop laughing because you grow
old. You grow old because you stop laugh-
ing.
We cannot change the direction of the
wind.. .but we can adjust our sails.
You know you grew up in the 1980 fs if ...
You ever ended your sentence with "psych"
You solved the Rubies cube. ..by peeling off the
stickers
You watched the Pound Puppies
You can sing the rap to The Fresh Prince ofBel-
Air
You wore biker shorts under your skirts and felt
stylish
You yearned to be a member of the Baby-sitters
club and tried to start a club of your own.
You owned those little Strawberry Shortcake
scented dolls
You know that "Whoa" comes from Blossom
Three words: M.C. Hammer
You can sing the entire theme song to Duck Tales
You played the Chipmunks Christmas album all
year long!
You remember reading Kool-Aid man comics
You ever watched Fraggle Rock
You had plastic streamers on the handle bars of
your bike
You remember when it was actually worth
getting up early on a Saturday to watch cartoons
You wore a pony tail to the side of your head
You saw the original Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles on the big screen
You got super-excited when it was Oregon Trail
day in computer class at school
You made your mom buy you one of those clips
that would hold your shirt in a knot on the side
You had a Kirk Cameron poster on your bedroom
wall
You played the game "Mash" with friends at
school
You wore a Jordache jean jacket and you were
proud of it
L.A. GEAR
Your mother wouldn't let you have Garbage Pail
Kids
You wanted to change your name to Jem in
Kindergarten
You remember reading Tales ofa Fourth Grade
Nothing and all the Ramona books
You know the profound meaning of "Wax on,
Wax off
You wanted to be a Goonie
You ever wore flourescent, neon clothing
You wanted to be on Star Search
You can remember what Michael Jackson looked
like before his nose fell off
You took lunch pales to school
You have ever pondered why Smurfette was the
ONLY female smurf
You remember the craze, and then the banning of
slap bracelets
You still get the urge to use "NOT" at the end of
every statement you make
You remember Hypercolor T-shirts
Barbie and the Rockers was your favorite band
You remember Punky Brewster
You loved Howard the Duck
You thought Sheera and He-Man should hook up
You thought your childhood friends would never
leave because you exchanged "friendship
bracelets"
You ever owned a pair of Jelly Shoes
After you saw Pee- Wee's Big Adventure, you
couldn't stop saying "I know you are, but what
ami?"
You remember "I've fallen...and I can't get up!"
You remember going to the skating rink before
there were inline skates
You ever got seriously injured on a Slip and
Slide
You know not to mix Pop Rocks and soda
You have played with a Skip-it
You had or went to a birthday party at
McDonald's
You learned oldies songs by watching Alvin and
the Chipmunks
You had a Glow Worm or watched the cartoons
You remember dancing along with the Bangles in
"Walk Like An Egyptian"
If you remember Heathcliff the orange cat
You saw the California Raisins Christmas
Claymation special
You remember Popples
DON'T WORRY, BE HAPPY!
You wore socks over tights with high-top
Reeboks
MISS MARY MACK MACK MACK ALL
DRESSED IN BLACK BLACK BLACK...
You remember boom boxes instead ofCD players
You remember watching both Gremlins movies
You remember Transformers
You knew what it meant to say: "Care bear
stare!" and you had a favorite
You remember Rainbow Bright and My Little
Pony Tales
You remember watching TV thinking Doogie
Howser was hot!
You remember Alf, the little furry brown alien
from Melmac
You remember the large amounts of hairspray
used
You remember those very stylish headbands
You remember Vicky the Robot
You remember the beginning ofNew Kids on the
Block
You remember watching The Cosby Show
You remember Mr. Belvadere
You remember Michael J. Fox in Family Ties
and Back to the Future












"We Are So "Very "Proud Of'Jou.
Jou Have WorkedLong and
HardandHave Overcome "Many

















We are soproudofallyour accomplish-
ments andgoals, your searchfor Iqwzul-
edge hasjust begun.
(Rgachfor the stars.
Love (Dad, Mom, Sarah &Stephanie
(Bonnie—
you have always been a wonderful
daughter, andhave made ourfamily excep-
tionallyproud asyougraduatefrom college.
Jlere are two quotes that mom anddadhave
chosenforyou to always remember:
"Ifind as Igrow older that I love those most
whom I lovedfirst. " Thomas Jefferson, 1 787
"The important thing is not so muck that every
chilishould be taught, as that every childshould
begiven the wish to learn." SirJohn Lu66oc/^












"Dad, Mom & "Karen
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MeCissa Muszynslq:
Our fove and congratulations asyougraduate, little
princess. Someone asspecialandtalentedasyou has
the ability to create a world of'Beautifultomorrows.
^ememSer to always follow your heart andyour
dreams, ^achforthestarsbecxmsewehaveno doubt
thatyou can reach them.
We are so veryproud ofyou!
Love, Mom & (Dad







Hear 91.5 WBIM's own
one-woman DJ show
who will make you hip-hop, bee-bop,
and dance till you drop!
A must have for house parties
and special occasions!
Call to book your
party date now!
J.D. Grunin
(508) 880-7432 (508) 824-2221
Raynham, MA
(Dearjenni,
from four first • 7
-^i^vWr
Qraduation 'To This ,. «iPtifflf rv<t 1 - * •
t
!
One, 'We ttave 'Been *4 ' r.^A4 ! HS l-M
ProudOfyou 'Every jfy&^i I^Pm
Moment In Between.
a J^^TM ByT.^tffl Bd
Love Always,
Mom, 'Dad, &Tom iwV " AJU
C09i§(K^TULA(IIO<H3l
'
T# are allsoproudofyou. you've workedvery
hardto makeyour dream come true andwe know this is
only the start. %eep reachingfor the stars; weknow they
are within your reach.
We [oveyou very much.
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130-131 Residence Life Divider
132-133 Shea/Durgin
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"We will rally the world tD
this cause by our efforts,
by Dur courage. We will
not tire, we will not falter
and we will not fail."
Reuters NewMedia Inc/Corbis








Doug Milts/AP/Wide World Photos
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George de Sola/Getty Images
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<r California residents endure drastic
electricity shortages in the fall. To
support energy conservation measures
Jay Leno stages an "unplugged" episode
of NBC's "The Tonight Show."
-> Democrats gain majority control oft
Senate for the first time since 1994 when
Vermont Senator James Jeffords leaves
the Republican Party because of his
«,!> Sj,
rrainffiiCTimirainaiEifctiUMiriEi
v. Argentina's economy collapses,
sparking deadly anti-government
protests and looting as the country
reaches an unemployment rate of 18%
and a budget deficit of $1 1 billion.
b During a year marked by
economic recession, Americans




1 Russian President Vladimjf Putin
and President Bush agree to cut \^
nuclear missile arsenals by nearly
two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally
pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty to pursue a missile
defense system.
<r Americans face armed guards
and tighter check-in procedures
as airport security restrictions are
heightened following the terrorist
attacks on Peptember 11.
^ Japanese Crown Princes:
Masako gives birth to aJiaby girl
—
In December. Trie blfih generates
fresh debate about male-only
succession to Japan's throne.
-> Americans face another form of
terror when anthrax-laced letters
are sent to members of Congress
and the media. Five people are
killed in the attacks, and clean-up
of government buildings costs
millions of dollars.
American Airlines Flight 587 crashes
into a Queens neighborhood in New
York City on November 12, killing
all 255 people on board. Structural
failure of the plane's tail assembly
apparently"causesTthe tragedyT
•l> Convicted Oklahoma City bomber
Timothy McVeigh is executed by
lethal injection for destroying the
Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
in April 1
9
95,Jtilling 1 68 people.
Yedioth Aharonoth/AFP
-t Violent Israeli-Palestinian
confrontations escalate as Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon and PLO Leader
Yasser Arafat struggle to find an
answer to their countries' ongoing
hatred for one another.
After Houston energy giant Enron
collapses, thousands lose their life
savings, accounting firm Arthur
Andersen encounters accusations of
unethical practices, and the General
Accounting Office sues the Executive
Branch for confidential transcripts in
its investigation of the scandal.
^ U.S. and allied forces mount Operation
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, driving
the repressive Taliban regime from power.
^ President Bush establishes a new cabinet position,
Director of Homeland Security, to coordinate the fight
against domestic terrorism. Former Pennsylvania










\ \ \\ \ s ^" ' n November, stargazers are treated
WI*N \ ^ to a spectacular shooting star display
x \
v
as the Leonid meteor shower returns









the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minnesota,
unveil a new technology
that uses facial heat
patterns to detect
lying. Blood flows




-> Combination PDAs and
cellular phones take portable
communication to the next
level of convenience.
•4' American surgeons in New York perform the first remote
control surgery. Signals sent through fiber-optic lines





Dr Yorrjas Nikas, SPL/Pholo Reseai ^ Scientists at Massachusetts
General Hospital discoverthat
beauty triggers aijratrfresponse
in men that is similar to reactions
to cocaine and money.
<- President Bush approves stem cell
research, but only on cells already
extracted. The research is highly
control ' "ial because extracting
the eel's k. human embryos.
WELCOME TO
J»fc
I.ETS HAV€ SOME SNOW.
Bruce Bedtord/AP/Wide World Photos
1s Winter weather buffs are lift
out in the heat as Americans
—experience record warm
temperatures across the country
in December and January.
-> Scientists report that vast fields
of carbon dioxide ice are eroding
from the poles of Mars. Over time
this could possibly prompt the
return of water to the Red Planet.
jters/Charles Platlau/Gei APAVide World Photos
1s On November 7, the supersonic
Concorde airplane flies for the first
time since the July 2000 crash that
killed 113 people. Flight F002
travels from Paris to New York in
just under four hours.
4> Dr. Judson Somerville donates
his own DNA to researchers
whoppoduce the first cloned
human embryo.
Scientists in Argentina discover
several 80-million-year-old
unhatched dinosaur eggs with
petrified dinosaur embryos inside
i? Apple releases the sleek new
iPod, allowing users to store
up to 1 ,000 digital song files
for on-the-go enjoyment.
1" A new class of giant squid is
discovered. The new squid can grow
to lengths of 25 feet, and has fins and
10 spidery arms with elbows.
The MR2 camera pill allows
doctors to examine the inside
of the human intestine without
surgery. Patients swallow the
"pill," which transmits digital
images to a data recorder.
y
4- The Segway Human Transporter, a gyro-controlled
scooter invented by Dean Kamen, is tested by police
and postal workers in several states.
Reuters/Jim Bourg/Getty Images
4> The AbioCor, the world's first fully implantable
artificial heart, is given to 59-year-old Robert
Sadly, Tools passes away in December from
unrelated causes.
Tools.
The American economy enters a
recession in March 2001, and the
situation worsens signiticantly after
September 11. Unemployment rises
to its highest rate in six years.
i-> Winnie the Pooh, fondly known
by countless children and
adults as "the tubby little
cubby all stuffed with fluff,"
celebrates his 75th birthday.
4- Popular shoemaker Vans releases
a shoe of a different color—white shoes
that turn yellow, pink or blue in the sunlight.
* Summer camps that teach skills to prepare children foi the business




Is M&M/MARS acknowledges tl
growing Hispanic American Bg
population with a new M&M's
flavor "dulce de leche,"
the caramelized sweetened
condensed milk mixture
popular in Latin America.
<r Hollywood pledges support for
New Yoik after the September 11




-» In the new arcade game Dance
Dance Revolution, players
watch a dance pattern onscreen
and duplicate the moves on a
corresponding dance floor.
2 Photodisc, li
Is Hoping to perpetuate its
mystique with motorcycle tans,
Harley-Davidson unveils the
V-Rod, its first new "hog" in
a half-century.
>J/ Teens across the country are on
a roll with retro style roller skates
and the newest fad: shoes with
retractable wheels.
T The Journal ot the American
Medical Association reports that
childhood obesity has reached
epidemic proportions thanks in
part to larger fast food servings
and in-school soda machines.
•4/ Cover Girl turns lips into a work
of art with LipArt. The new fad
comes complete with stencils, a
freestyle lip brush and 26 shades
for creating unique lip designs.
Extreme soda drinkers receive




Bobbleheads make a comeback,
representing not only sports figures
but also pop music superstars such
as 'NSYNC.
«- Topps releases an "Enduring Freedom" card set
featuring portraits and bios of many leaders
involved, including President Bush and Secretary
of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.
^ At 10:45 a.m. September 11, Fox News Channel
introduces the headline ticker. Other networks follow,
creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "crawl"
rotates nearly 80 headlines in a 7- to 15-minute loop.
I «- The American flag shows up anywhere and
everywhere as patriots across the country display




<- Shrek and Donkey, voiced
by Mike Myers and Eddie
Murphy, hit the theaters
to teach a valuable lesson
about true love in Shrek.
-» MTV, the first television
i
network devoted exclusively





k CBS's "Late Show with David
Letterman" helps people cope with
their emotions in the weeks after
the September 11 terrorist attacks.
Photottst
Russell Crowe receives his third
straight Oscar nomination I
Best Actor with his challenging
role as a paranoid-schizophrenic
in A Beautiful Mind.
!•'•
Entertainment
1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys
revival in the Broadway smash hit
Mamma Mia! The musical features
three intertwined love stories and
over 20 of Abba's greatest hits.
<- The Emmy Awards for Best Actress
and Best Supporting Actress in a
Comedy go to CBS's "Everybody
Loves Raymond" stars Patricia
Heaton and Doris Roberts.'
Is The WB scores a flyaway hit
with "Smallville," the story of
Superman's high school years.
The show stars newcomer Tom
Welling as the young Superman
-> Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies
his role as a leading man
in Hollywood with a pair of
blockbuster war movies: Pearl




Entertainers and major TV networks
come together in historic fashion for
the "America: A Tribute to Heroes"
telethon, raising over $150 million
for September 1 1 relief efforts.
•4/ Nintendo's Gamecube and
Microsoft's X-Box enter the video
game market to compete with
Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.
AP/Wide World Photos
1s The Lord of the Rings: The
Fellowship of the Ring, the first
movie of J. R.R.Tolkien's fantasy
trilogy, receives 13 Oscar
nominations including Best Picture.
•i? Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks
collaborate to produce the
10-episode HBO World War II
epic Band of Brothers, based
on the best-selling book by
Stephen Ambrose.
Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's
Golden Globe winner "24." The
show is delivered in two dozen
real-time episodes based on one
action-packed day in the life of
fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.
1" The music from the hit movie Brother, Where Art Thou?
becomes country music's top-seller for 2001 and receives
a Grammy nomination for Album of the Year.
Music
Neil Young's song "Let's Ffp
celebrates the spirit of the
passengers who overtook
hijackers on Flight 93 in
Pennsylvania on September 1 1
.
<r Colombian music sensation Shakira
brings her high-energy Latin pop to
the U.S. with her first English-language
album, Laundry Sen/ice.
1s To benefit AIDS research and
September 11 relief efforts U2's
Bono reeruits musicians to record
Marvin Gaye's "What's Going On."
Participating artists include Nelly
Furtado, Fred Durst, Gwen Stefani,
Moby and many more.
-» Modern rock group Incubus
storms onto the music scene
with the release of the widely
acclaimed album Morning View.
•.
N
Reuters/Ethan Miller/Las Vegas Sun/Getty Images
1s Irish rock group U2's Elevation
Tour is the top-grossing tour of
the year, earning U2 the title of
Band of the Year from both Spin
and Rolling Stone magazines.
vj/ Fatboy Slim wins six MTV Video
Music Awards for his video for the
song "Weapon of Choice," featuring
a dancing Christopher Walken.
Shawn Baldwin/AP/Wide World Photos
1s Alicia Keys wins two American
Music Awards for Favorite New
Artist in both the Pop/Rock and
the Soul/R&B categories for her
debut release Songs in A Minor.
4/ Country singer Tim McGraw wins
five Billboard Music Awards,
including Country Album of the











1" Legendary Beatles' guitarist George
Harrison, the so-called "Quiet Beatle,"
dies after a three-year battle with cancer.
-is Rock bands like R0.D. use their faith to
help bring the Christian rock/pop music
message into the mainstream music scene.




Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes
Borland leaves the band to
pursue his own musical career.
I
ustralian female string quartet
Bond reaches the top of the U.S.
classical album charts— despite
being blacklisted from the U.K.
chart for sounding too similar
to pop music.
AFP Pholo/Henny Ray Abrams/Corbis
1 w
<r The 14-point underdog New
England Patriots shock NFL viewers
by kicking a dramatic last-second
field goal to upset the St. Louis
Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl XXXVI.
-» Michael Jordan, 38, returns to the
» NBA with the Washington Wizards.
1 Jordan fills arenas nationwide and
I propels the previously doormat
I Wizards to instant respectability






sU Swedish golf superstar Annika
Sorenstam wins the 2001 money title,
eight tournaments and Player of the
Year, and sets over 30 LPGA records,
including the all-time low score of 59.
in
1" The Arizona Diamondbacks stun
New York Yankees to win the
Series with a two-run rally in
bottom of the ninth inning of
<r San Francisco's Barry Bonds
makes baseball history with 73
home runs and an astounding
slugging percentage of




1" After her team loses only five games
all season, playoff MVP Lisa Leslie
leads the Los Angeles Sparks over
the Charlotte Sting to win the 2001
WNBA Championship.
<- In July Dale Earnhardt Jr. wins the
Pepsi 400 in Daytona, Florida.
Ironically, Earnhardt's victory
comet on the same track where his
father tii ! just five months earlier.
^ Snowboarders Danny Kass,
Ross Powers and J.J. Thomas
give the United States its first
medals sweep in the Winter
Olympics since 1956.
» In November, NASCAR
superstar Jeff Gordon
wins his fourth Winston
Cup Championship.
n«P/Wide World Photos
Former Georgia high school
homecoming queen Ashley Martin
becomes the first female to score
in Division 1-AA college football
by kicking three extra points for
Jacksonville State.
David Zalubowski/AP/Wide World Photos
1" The Colorado Avalanche skate to
victory in the 2001 NHL Finals
against the New Jersey Devils,
marking the first Stanley Cup win
for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque.
\|/ Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Cal Ripken Jr.
all retire from major league baseball at the end of the 2001 season.
Reuters NewMedla IncVCorbis Bill Greenblatt/Corbis Sygma Kevin Sullivan/OCR/Wirelmage.com
ffm
The NFL season begins on a
tragic note when Minnesota
Vikings tackle Korey Stringer
collapses at practice
and dies a day later from
heatstroke complications.
_.„_„l—
-> America welcomes athletes from all over the
world to Salt Lake City, Utah, to compete in
the 2002 Winter Olympics.
-I On their way to an undefeated season and
undisputed NCAA Football national championship,
the Miami Hurricanes roll over the Nebraska




Amy Sancetta/AP/Wide World Photos
1s In the first Saturday night women's U.S.
Open final, tennis ace Venus Williams defeats
her younger sister Serena 6-2, 6-4.
'.--
<- An estimated 350 search-and-rescue
dogs brave fire, dehydration, toxic
fumes and rubble collapse as they
comb the World Trade Center
wreckage for survivors and victims.
-> Terrorist mastermind Osama bin
Laden tops the FBI's most wanted








Person of the Year
<r Sarah Jane Olson, once known as
Kathleen Soliah, is charged with
domestic terrorism as a member
of the Symbionese Liberation
Army in the 1970s and sentenced
to 20 years to life.
-J> Hired as campus spokesmen for First
USA Bank, New Jersey high school
seniors Chris Barrett and Luke
McCabe become the first students





Nick Ut/AP/Wide World Photos
<r New York Mayor Rudy
Giuliani makes many
public appearances in
an effort to make New
Yorkers and all
Americans less afraid












1s Wendy's founder andl
familiar television figure
Dave Thomas succumbs
to liver cancer at age 69.
«- John Walker Lindh, a 20-year-old
California native, becomes a prisoner
of war after he is found in Afghanistan
fighting for the Taliban forces. As a
U.S. citizen, Walker may face charges
of treason.
1s NBC's TV game show "Thf
Weakest Link" gains popularity
thanks to the assertive
demeanor of British
hostess Anne Robinson.
-> The future king of England, Prince
William of Wales, 19, enters
the University of St. Andrews
in southeastern Scotland.
/osfens]
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